THE ROAD TO THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION POSTER PROJECT

You are responsible for CREATING AN ART POSTER (on 11” x 17” paper from Mr. Saunders):

1. **READ** through your notes for each **BRITISH ACT** found on this Google Form - #01.1 - ACTSINHISTALIVE Ditto #1 - 2018.
   a. **READ** the **REASONS**, **DESCRIPTIONS**, and **COLONIAL REACTIONS** to each ACT.
   b. **ASK** yourself: Which can I visualize?
   c. Choose **THE one you can visualize best** and **CREATE** a poster (on 11” x 17” paper from Mr. Saunders) based on the **ART OPTIONS** found below.

PRINT ACT NAME: _________________________________________________________

2. Now choose one of the following **ART OPTIONS** for **POINT OF VIEW** (choose only ONE) to represent the British Act you chose:

**POINT OF VIEW OPTIONS (CHECK ONE):**

_____ a) **Artistically and creatively represent what the colonists' opinion of the Act was.** Include what is in the Act and why the colonists were against it. **ALSO Include** in your artwork **two (2) facts** that show/depict **WHY they OPPOSED** that ACT.

**OR**

_____ b) **Artistically and creatively represent what the British opinion of the Act was.** Include what is in the Act and why the British were in favor of it. **ALSO Include** in your artwork **two (2) facts** that show/depict **WHY they SUPPORTED** that ACT.

3. **GRADING REQUIREMENTS**: (100 points)
   a. Include the name of the ACT in creative lettering no smaller than 1” tall. 5 points
   b. Artistic and Creative Effort not ability. **NO STICK FIGURES!** 15 points
   c. Use Artistic/Creative Lettering that is appropriate in size for a poster. 15 points
   d. Use COLOR artistically and creatively. 15 points
   e. NEATNESS in lettering, pictures, and coloring. 15 points
   f. Proper Capitalization, Spelling, Punctuation. 15 points
   g. Accurate history is important. This is where I count the **TWO (2) Facts.** **Choice a** should be focusing on the DESCRIPTION of the Act and the COLONIAL REACTION. **Choice b** should be focusing on the DESCRIPTION of the Act and the REASONS column. 20 points